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intelligent control design framework to guide the controller design for uncertain, nonlinear systems to address the combining challenge arising from the following:
• The designed controller is expected to stabilize the system in the presence of uncertainties in the parameters of the nonlinear systems in question.
•
The designed controller is expected to stabilize the system in the presence of unmodeled system dynamics uncertainties.
The designed controller is confined on the magnitude of the control signals.
The designed controller is expected to achieve the desired control target with minimum total control effort or minimum time. The salient features of the proposed control design framework include: (a) achieving nearly optimal control regardless of parameter uncertainties; (b) no need for a parameter estimator which is popular in many adaptive control designs; (c) respecting the pre-designated range for the admissible control. Several important technical aspects of the proposed intelligent control design framework will be studied:
• Hierarchical neural networks (Kawato, Uno & Suzuki, 1988; Zakrzewski, Mohler & Kolodziej, 1994; Chen, 1998; Chen, Yang & Moher, 2008; are utilized; and the role of each tier of the hierarchy will be discussed and how each tier of the hierarchical neural networks is constructed will be highlighted.
The theoretical aspects of using hierarchical neural networks to approximately achieve optimal, adaptive control of nonlinear, time-varying systems will be studied.
• How the tessellation of the parameter space affects the resulting hierarchical neural networks will be discussed. In summary, this chapter attempts to provide a deep understanding of what hierarchical neural networks do to optimize a desired control performance index when controlling uncertain nonlinear systems with time-varying properties; make an insightful investigation of how hierarchical neural networks may be designed to achieve the desired level of control performance; and create an intelligent control design framework that provides guidance for analyzing and studying the behaviors of the systems in question, and designing hierarchical neural networks that work in a coordinated manner to optimally, adaptively control the systems. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 describes several classes of uncertain nonlinear systems of interest and mathematical formulations of these problems are presented. Some conventional assumptions are made to facilitate the analysis of the problems and the development of the design procedures generic for a large class of nonlinear uncertain systems. The time optimal control problem and the fuel optimal control problem are analyzed and an iterative numerical solution process is presented in Section 3. These are important elements in building a solution approach to address the control problems studied in this paper which are in turn decomposed into a series of control problems that do not exhibit parameter uncertainties. This decomposition is vital in the proposal of the hierarchical neural network based control design. The details of the hierarchical neural control design methodology are given in Section 4. The synthesis of hierarchical neural controllers is to achieve (a) near optimal control (which can be timeoptimal or fuel-optimal) of the studied systems with constrained control; (b) adaptive control of the studied control systems with unknown parameters; (c) robust control of the studied control systems with the time-varying parameters. In Section 5, theoretical results
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Neural Control Toward a Unified Intelligent Control Design Framework for Nonlinear Systems 93 are developed to justify the fuel-optimal control oriented neural control design procedures for the time-varying nonlinear systems. Finally, some concluding remarks are made.
Problem formulation
As is known, the adaptive control design of nonlinear dynamic systems is still carried out on a per case-by-case basis, even though there have numerous progresses in the adaptive of linear dynamic systems. Even with linear systems, the conventional adaptive control schemes have common drawbacks that include (a) the control usually does not consider the physical control limitations, and (b) a performance index is difficult to incorporate. This has made the adaptive control design for nonlinear system even more challenging. With this common understanding, this Chapter is intended to address the adaptive control design for a class of nonlinear systems using the neural network based techniques. The systems of interest are linear in both control and parameters, and feature time-varying, parametric uncertainties, confined control inputs, and multiple control inputs. These systems are represented by a finite dimensional differential system linear in control and linear in parameters. The adaptive control design framework features the following:
• The adaptive, robust control is achieved by hierarchical neural networks.
•
The physical control limitations, one of the difficulties that conventional adaptive control can not handle, are reflected in the admissible control set.
The performance measures to be incorporated in the adaptive control design, deemed as a technical challenge for the conventional adaptive control schemes, that will be considered in this Chapter include:
• Minimum time -resulting in the so-called time-optimal control • Minimum fuel -resulting in the so-called fuel-optimal control • Quadratic performance index -resulting in the quadratic performance optimal control. Although the control performance indices are different for the above mentioned approaches, the system characterization and some key assumptions are common. The system is mathematically represented by 
where i u is u 's i th component.
AS3: It is assumed that the system is controllable. AS4: Some control performance criteria J may relate to the initial time 0 t and the final time Remark 1: As a step of our approach to address the control design for the system (1), the above same control problem is studied with the only difference that the parameters in Eq.
(1) are given. An optimal solution is sought to the following control problem: The optimal control problem ( 0 P ) consists of the system equation (1) AS9: The total number of switch times for all control components for the studied fueloptimal control problem is greater than the number of state variables. Remark 3: AS9 is true for practical systems to the best knowledge of the authors. The assumption is made for the convenience of the rigor of the theoretical results developed in this Chapter.
Time-optimal control
For the time-optimal control problem, the system characterization, the control objective, constraints remain the same as for the generic control problem with the exception that the control performance index reflected in the Assumption AS4 is replaced with the following: 
Fuel-optimal control
For the fuel-optimal control problem, the system characterization, the control objective, constraints remain the same as for the time-optimal control problem with the Assumption AS4 replaced with the following:
AS4: The control performance criteria is constants. The cost functional reflects the requirement of fuel-optimal control as related to the integration of the absolute control effort of each control variable over time.
Optimal control with quadratic performance index
For the quadratic performance index based optimal control problem, the system characterization, the control objective, constraints remain the same with the Assumption AS4 replaced with the following: AS4: The control performance criteria is , and e u is the equilibrium control.
Jx t r t S t x t r t x Q x u u R u u d s

Numerical solution schemes to the optimal control problems
To solve for the optimal control, mathematical derivations are presented below for each of the above optimal control problems to show that the resulting equations represent the Hamiltonian system which is usually a coupled two-point boundary-value problem (TPBVP), and the analytic solution is not available, to our best knowledge. It is worth noting that in the solution process, the parameter is assumed to be fixed.
Numerical solution scheme to the time optimal control problem
By assumption AS4, the optimal control performance index can be expressed as
where 0 t is the initial time, and f t is the final time.
Define the Hamiltonian function as The state equation can be expressed as
The costate equation can be written as
The Pontryagin minimum principle is applied in order to derive the optimal control (Lee & Markus, 1967 It is observed that the resulting Hamiltonian system is a coupled two-point boundary-value problem, and its analytic solution is not available in general.
With assumption AS6 satisfied, it is observed from the derivation of the optimal time control that the control problem ( 0 P ) has bang-bang control solutions.
Consider the following cost functional: It is observed that the system described by Eq. (1) is a nonlinear system but linear in control.
With assumption AS6, the requirements for applying the Switching-Time-Varying-Method (STVM) are met. The optimal switching-time vector can be obtained by using a gradientbased method. The convergence of the STVM is guaranteed if there are no singular solutions. Note that the cost functional can be rewritten as follows:
, and () ax , () Cx , p and () Bx are as given in the control problem ( 0 P ).
Define a new state variable 0 () xt as follows:
The system equation can be rewritten in terms of the augmented state vector as
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A Hamiltonian system can be constructed for the above state equation with the costate equation given by
It has been shown (Moon, 1969; Mohler, 1973; that the number of the optimal switching times must be finite provided that no singular solutions exist. Let the zeros of () 
The gradient that can be used to update the switching vector
The optimal switching vector can be obtained iteratively by using a gradient-based method. K must consider two facts: if the step size is chosen too small, the solution may converge very slowly; if the step size is chosen too large, the solution may not converge. Instead of using the gradient descent method, which is relatively slow compared to other alternative such as methods based on Newton's method and inversion of the Hessian using conjugate gradient techniques. When the optimal switching vectors are determined upon convergence, the optimal control trajectories and the optimal state trajectories are computed. This process will be repeated for all selected nominal cases until all needed off-line optimal control and state trajectories are obtained. These trajectories will be used in training the time-optimal control oriented neural networks. 
∑
With assumption AS6 satisfied, it is observed from the derivation of the optimal fuel control that the control problem ( 0 P ) only has bang-off-bang control solutions.
Consider the following cost functional: It has been shown (Moon, 1969; Mohler, 1973; that the number of the optimal switching times must be finite provided that no singular solutions exist. Let the zeros of The optimal switching vector can be obtained iteratively by using a gradient-based method. When the optimal switching vectors are determined upon convergence, the optimal control trajectories and the optimal state trajectories are computed. This process will be repeated for all selected nominal cases until all needed off-line optimal control and state trajectories are obtained. These trajectories will be used in training the fuel-optimal control oriented neural networks.
Numerical solution scheme to the quadratic optimal control problem
The Hamiltonian function can be defined as Notice that for the Hamiltonian system which is composed of the state and costate equations, the initial condition is given for the state equation, and the constraints on the costate variables at the final time for the costate equation. It is observed that the Hamiltonian system is a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations in () xt and () t λ which develop forward and back in time, respectively. Generally, it is not possible to obtain the analytic closed-form solution to such a two-point boundaryvalue problem (TPBVP). Numerical methods have to be employed to solve for the Hamiltonian system. One simple method, called shooting method may be used. There are other methods like the "shooting to a fixed point" method, and relaxation methods, etc.
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The idea for the shooting method is as follows: 1. First make a guess for the initial values for the costate. 2. Integrate the Hamiltonian system forward. 3. Evaluate the mismatch on the final constraints. 4. Find the sensitivity Jacobian for the final state and costate with respect to the initial costate value. 5. Using the Newton-Raphson method to determine the change on the initial costate value. 6. Repeat the loop of steps 2 through 5 until the mismatch is close enough to zero.
Unified hierarchical neural control design framework
Keeping in mind that the discussions and analyses made in Section 3 are focused on the system with a fixed parameter vector, which is the control problem ( 0 P ). To address the original control problem ( P ), the parameter vector space is tessellated into a number of subregions. Each sub-region is identified with a set of vertexes. For each of the vertexes, a different control problem ( 0 P ) is formed. The family of control problems ( 0 P ) are combined together to represent an approximately accurate characterization of the dynamic system behaviours exhibited by the nonlinear systems in the control problem ( P ). This is an important step toward the hierarchical neural control design framework that is proposed to address the optimal control of uncertain nonlinear systems.
Three-layer approach
While the control problem ( P ) is approximately equivalent to the family of control problems ( 0 P ), the solutions to the respective control problems ( 0 P ) must be properly coordinated in order to provide a consistent solution to the original control problem ( P ). The requirement of consistent coordination of individual solutions may be mapped to the hierarchical neural network control design framework proposed in this Chapter that features the following:
• For a fixed parameter vector, the control solution characterized by a set of optimal state and control trajectories shall be approximated by a neural network, which may be called a nominal neural network for this nominal case. For each nominal case, a nominal neural network is needed. All the nominal neural network controllers constitute the nominal layer of neural network controllers.
•
For each sub-region, regional coordinating neural network controllers are needed to coordinate the responses from individual nominal neural network controllers for the sub-region. All the regional coordinating neural network controllers constitute the regional layer of neural network controllers.
For an unknown parameter vector, global coordinating neural network controllers are needed to coordinate the responses from regional coordinating neural network controllers. All the global coordinating neural network controllers constitute the global layer of neural networks controllers. The proposed hierarchical neural network control design framework is a systematic extension and a comprehensive enhancement of the previous endeavours (Chen, 1998; .
Nominal layer
Even though the hierarchical neural network control design methodology is unified and generic, the design of the three layers of neural networks, especially the nominal layer of neural networks may consider the uniqueness of the problems under study. For the time optimal control problems, the role of the nominal layer of neural networks is to identify the switching manifolds that relate to the bang-bang control. For the fuel optimal problems, the role of the nominal layer of neural networks is to identify the switching manifolds that relate to the bang-off-bang control. For the quadratic optimal control problems, the role of the nominal layer of neural networks is to approximate the optimal control based on the state variables.
Fig. 1. Nominal neural network for time optimal control
Consequently a nominal neural network for the time optimal control takes the form of a conventional neural network with continuous activation functions cascaded by a two-level stair case function which itself may viewed as a discrete neural network itself, as shown in Fig. 1 . For the fuel optimal control, a nominal neural network takes the form of a conventional neural network with continuous activation functions cascaded by a three-level stair case function, as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Overall architecture
The overall architecture of the multi-layered hierarchical neural network control framework, as shown in Fig. 4 , include three layers: the nominal layer, the regional layer, and the global layer. These three layers play different roles and yet work together to attempt to achieve desired control performance. At the nominal layer, the nominal neural networks are responsible to compute the near optimal control signals for a given parameter vector. The post-processing function block is necessary for both time optimal control problem and fuel optimal control problems while indeed it may not be needed for the quadratic optimal control problems. For time optimal control problems, the post-processing function is a sign function as shown in Fig. 2 . For the fuel optimal control problems, the post-processing is a slightly more complicated stair-case function as shown in Fig. 3 . At the regional layer, the regional neural networks are responsible to compute the desired weighting factors that are in turn used to modulate the control signals computed by the nominal neural networks to produce near optimal control signals for an unknown parameter vector situated at the know sub-region of the parameter vector space. The postprocessing function block is necessary for all the three types of control problems studied in this Chapter. It is basically a normalization process of the weighting factors produced by the regional neural networks for a sub-region that is enabled by the global neural networks. At the global layer, the global neural networks are responsible to compute the possibilities of the unknown parameter vector being located within sub-regions. The post-processing function block is necessary for all the three types of control problems studied in this Chapter. It is a winner-take-all logic applied to all the output data of the global neural networks. Consequently, only one sub-regional will be enabled, and all the other subregions will be disabled. The output data of the post-processing function block is used to turn on only one of the sub-regions for the regional layer. To make use of the multi-layered hierarchical neural network control design framework, it is clear that the several key factors such as the number of the neural networks for each layer, the size of each neural network, and desired training patterns, are important. This all has to do with the determination of the nominal cases. A nominal case designates a group of system conditions that reflect one of the typical system behaviors. In the context of control of a dynamic system with uncertain parameters, which is the focus of this Chapter, a nominal case may be designated as corresponding to the vertexes of the sub-regions when the parameter vector space is tessellated into a number of non-overlapping sub-regions down to a level of desired granularity.
Conventional NN
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Design procedure
Below is the design procedure for multi-layered hierarchical neural networks:
• Identify the nominal cases. The parameter vector space may be tessellated into a number of non-overlapping sub-regions. The granualarity of the tessellation process is determined by how sensitive the system dynamic behaviors are to the changes of the parameters. Each vertext of the sub-regions identifies a nominal case. For each nominal case, the optimal control problem may be solved numerically and the nuermical solution may be obtained.
• Determine the size of the nominal layer, the regional layer and the global layer of the hierarchy.
• Determine the size of the neural networks for each layer in the hierarchy.
•
Train the nominal neural networks. The numerically obtained optimal state and control trajectories are acquired for each nominal case. The training data pattern for the nominal neural networks is composed of the state vector as input and the control signal as the output. In other words, the nominal layer is to establish and approximate a state feedback control. Finish training when the training performance is satisfactory. Repeat this nominal layer training process for all the nominal neural networks.
• Training the regional neural networks. The input data to the nominal neural networks is also part of the input data to the regional neural networks. In addition, for a specific regional neural network, the ideal output data of the corresponding nominal neural network is also part of its input data. The ideal output data of the regional neural network can be determined as follows:
• If the data presented to a given regional neural network reflects a nominal case that corresponds to the vertex that this regional neural network is to be trained for, then assign 1 or else 0.
• Training the global neural networks. The input data to the nominal neural networks is also part of the input data to the global neural networks. In addition, for a specific global neural network, the ideal output data of the corresponding nominal neural network is also part of its input data. The ideal output data of the global neural network can be determined as follows:
• If the data presented to a given global neural network reflects a nominal case that corresponds to the sub-region that this global neural network is to be trained for, then assign 1 or else 0.
Simulation
Consider the single-machine infinity-bus (SMIB) model with a thyristor-controlled seriescapacitor (TCSC) installed on the transmission line (Chen, 1998) as shown in Fig. 5 , which may be mathematically described as follows: The goal is to stabilize the system in the near optimal time control fashion with an unknown load 0 P ranging 0 and 10% of m P . Two nominal cases are identified. The nominal neural networks have 15 and 30 neurons in the first and second hidden layer with log-sigmoid and tan-sigmoid activation functions for these two hidden layers, respectively. The input data to regional neural networks is the rotor angle, its two previous values, the control and its previous value, and the outputs are the weighting factors. The regional neural networks have 15 and 30 neurons in the first and second hidden layer with log-sigmoid and tan-sigmoid activation functions for these two hidden layers, respectively. The global neural networks are really not necessary in this simple case of parameter uncertainty. Once the nominal and regional neural networks are trained, they are used to control the system after a severe short-circuit fault and with an unknown load (5% of m P ). The resulting trajectory is shown in Fig. 6 . It is observed that the hierarchical neural controller stabilizes the system in a near optimal control manner. 
Conclusion
Even with remarkable progress witnessed in the adaptive control techniques for the nonlinear system control over the past decade, the general challenge with adaptive control of nonlinear systems has never become less formidable, not to mention the adaptive control of nonlinear systems while optimizing a pre-designated control performance index and respecting restrictions on control signals. Neural networks have been introduced to tackle the adaptive control of nonlinear systems, where there are system uncertainties in parameters, unmodeled nonlinear system dynamics, and in many cases the parameters may be time varying. It is the main focus of this Chapter to establish a framework in which general nonlinear systems will be targeted and near optimal, adaptive control of uncertain, time-varying, nonlinear systems is studied. The study begins with a generic presentation of the solution scheme for fixed-parameter nonlinear systems. The optimal control solution is presented for the purpose of minimum time control and minimum fuel control, respectively. The parameter space is tessellated into a set of convex sub-regions. The set of parameter vectors corresponding to the vertexes of those convex sub-regions are obtained. Accordingly, a set of optimal control problems are solved. The resulting control trajectories and state or output trajectories are employed to train a set of properly designed neural networks to establish a relationship that would otherwise be unavailable for the sake of near optimal controller design. In addition, techniques are developed and applied to deal with the time varying property of uncertain parameters of the nonlinear systems. All these pieces
